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WHO ARE WE?












NYC Health + Hospitals is the largest public health care system in the
United States

We provide essential inpatient, outpatient, and home-based services to
more than one million New Yorkers every year in more than 70 locations
across the city’s five boroughs
Our 11 acute care hospitals provide top-ranked trauma care and provide
up to 60% of all mental health services in New York City making
communities healthy through a robust network of hospital-based inpatient
and primary care services for children and adults
Our five post-acute/long-term care facilities have earned the highest
five and four star ratings by the Centers for Medicaid and Medicare for
their excellent long-term care, skilled nursing care, and rehabilitation
services

Gotham Health is our network of Federally Qualified Health Center
clinics across the five boroughs that offers patient-centered primary and
preventive care services for the entire family
Community Care offers comprehensive care management and better
access to social support services in patients’ homes and communities

Our diverse workforce is uniquely focused on empowering New Yorkers,
without exception, to live their healthiest life possible

HELPING HEALERS HEAL: PHASE I

LAYING THE GROUNDWORK
Growing the NYC Health + Hospitals H3 Initiative:

Strategic Goal

Executive
Support

Grand Rounds/
Publicity

Central
Steering Team

Establish H3
Leads

Facility-based
Steering
Committees

Peer Support
Champion
Identification

Training

H3 Team
Websites

Resource
Sheets

Peer Support
Activation
Workflows

Support for the
Supporters

Measurements
for Success

Improvement
Plans

(by site)

(e.g. wellness events,
support groups)

LAUNCHING ACROSS THE SYSTEM

Central
Office
7/12/18

Jacobi
7/10/18

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Queens
7/23/18

Lincoln
8/16/18

Kings
County
9/12/18

NCB
10/3/18

Bellevue
10/31/18

Jacobi launched: July 10, 2018
Central Office Training: July 12, 2018
Queens launched: July 23, 2018
Lincoln launched: August 16, 2018
Kings County launched: September 12, 2018
NCB launched: October 3, 2018
Bellevue launched: October 31, 2018
PAC Facilities launched: November 14, 2018

PAC
Facilities
11/14/18

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coney
Island
11/29/18

Metropolitan
11/30/18

Woodhull
12/3/18

Elmhurst
1/7/19

Harlem
4/18/19

Gotham
7/17/19

Coney Island launched: November 29, 2018
Metropolitan launched: November 30, 2018
Woodhull launched: December 3, 2018
Elmhurst launched: January 7, 2019
Harlem launched: April 18, 2019
Gotham Health launched: July 17, 2019
Community Care launched: July, 29 2019

Community
Care
7/29/19

BUILDING EMPATHY
• Empathy is the ability to identify and
understand another’s situation,
feelings, and motives
• Empathy allows us to form trust, helps
us understand how or why others are
reacting to situations, and sharpens
our “people acumen”
• Empathy is an emotional and thinking
muscle that becomes stronger the
more we use it

PEER SUPPORT FOR SECOND VICTIMS
Peer Support Champion

Peer Counselor

Licensed Mental Health Clinician

Host individual/group debriefs
with coworkers:
• Provide practical organized
solutions
• Establish a safe environment to
talk freely about personal
affects. Sharing can be
intimate, interpersonal, and
mutual
• Assist staff to feel they are not
alone
• Support colleagues when they
are upset; help reduce work
distress
• Are not substitutes for
professional help should that
be needed

Provide an approved Medicaid
service where peers help peers:
• Must meet state requirements,
take approved classes, and
pass a state test
• Fulfills various duties, based on
the effectiveness of assistance
and support from people with
shared life experience who are
living in recovery
• Use their own stories in helping
others develop hope and
improve their lives
• Provides support in many
settings

Deliver caring and support with
a one-way focus:
• Provides service where one
member’s emotional needs are
central
• Hosts inherent power
differential with responsibility
• Offers support with strict
boundaries
• State licensure

2019 H3 MODEL EXPANSION
Key concepts added in addition to Second Victim:
Compassion
Fatigue & Burnout
The condition of emotional and
physical fatigue that results when
helpers feel compassion for those
they help but do not have adequate
time away from caring for others to
refuel and care for themselves.

Vicarious
Traumatization
The emotional residue that
helpers accrue from exposure to
stories of trauma and witnessing
the pain, fear, and terror that
trauma survivors have endured.

H3 ROADMAP
2017

BURNING
PLATFORM
Build platform to activate and
engage; what info do you need
to gather to build the business
case and attain executive buyin?

BUILD A COALITION
Who are your innovators who can
help you implement? Cast a
broad net to include champions
across disciplines, departments,
etc.

GOVERNANCE
STRUCTURE

IDENTIFY
RISK AREAS

INVENTORY
RESOURCES

Who should be on your steering
committee? Executive sponsor?
H3 leads?

Where do you anticipate the program
will have the greatest impact and/or
easiest deployment? (e.g. ED, ICU,
L&D, BH) Identify crucial conversations.

Which disciplines and departments
have the human capital to support the
program? What internal supports do
you have for T3?

2018

IT INFRASTRUCTURE
Establish necessary IT support (e.g.
intranet, public internet page, electronic
tools for tracking and monitoring, feedback
loop, referral resource links)

FIRST T2 TRAINING
COHORT

COMMUNICATION
PLAN

Identify participants, seeking wide
representation of departments,
disciplines, service lines, shifts, etc.
(including both clinical and non-clinical)

Determine multi-tiered plan to
communicate awareness of program and
culture change to leadership, general
workforce, and managers/supervisors, as
well as to internal and external partners

2020

GAP ANALYSIS
What is needed to build out all three
tiers of the program; what needs to
be created from scratch that’s not
already there?

2019
GROW T2

GROW T3

Establish a consistent
facility-based
communication and training
plan, recruitment strategy,
and crowdsourcing
mechanism

Ensure equity and accessibility
of internal and external
resources, utilize feedback to fill
gaps as they emerge, expand
anonymous outside supports
and internal expedited referrals

SUSTAINABILITY
PLAN

SUPPORT THE
SUPPORTERS

QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT PLAN

Establish goals for all
departments, disciplines,
shifts, etc.

Refresher courses, supervision
groups, wellness events,
recognition and celebration

Collect and utilize data to grow and
improve the program. Leverage data
to identify trends of risks, clinical
outcomes, etc. to enable proactive
address

PRE-PANDEMIC H3

EARLY 2020 H3 IMPROVEMENT PLANS
Education
& Wellness

Communications
& Marketing

Tier 3 Resources

•

•

•

•

•

Education (new trainings for
identified peers / yearly
refreshers / modules)
Resource guides / job aids
(i.e. – scripts, presentations,
FAQ sheets, printouts, etc.)
Quarterly wellness events

•

•

Frontline awareness of the H3
initiative
Standardized promotional
materials (i.e. – slide decks,
brochures, pamphlets, etc.)
Testimonials

•

Partnerships with various
internal and external
stakeholders (i.e. – GME)
Link H3 to PSI, RCA, Incident
Reports, Debriefs, HP, etc.

•

Data &
Analytics

System
Integration
•

•

Enhanced/seamless services
for those that require escalation
after activation
Proactive learning from
encounter forms to fill gaps in
resources
Sharing and standardization of
Tier III internal resource lists

•

•

Monthly collection of
activity to analyze system
trends
Develop improvement plan
based on findings

EPICENTER OF THE EPICENTER

EPICENTER OF THE EPICENTER

PSYCHOLOGICAL & EMOTIONAL STRESSORS
A new disease with
unclear treatments

Healthcare teams
overwhelmed with
patients seeking
care

Civil unrest due to
racial injustice

This leads to new levels of:

Worries about PPE

Possible
transmissions of
disease to loved
ones

“2nd Wave” where
staff are called
back into “battle”

Anxiety
Depression
Burnout
Compassion Fatigue
Hopelessness/Helplessness
Stress
Guilt

DR. LORNA BREEN
“She had something that was a
little bit different,” said her
colleague and friend Dr. Barbara
Lock, “and that was this optimism
that her persistent efforts will
save lives.”
“She always had this glimmer in the
eye that was so welcoming and
always had so much energy and
enthusiasm,” Dr. Mills said.
“Just baffled and overwhelmed…”

“I’m drowning right now — May be AWOL
for a while…”
“Tried to do a few very small things (like
unload the dishwasher) yesterday and
wondering if that was too much…”
“I can’t get out of
the chair…”
“I don’t know what
to do…”

“I couldn’t help anyone. I couldn’t do anything. I just wanted to help people, and
I couldn’t do anything.”
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/11/nyregion/lorna-breen-suicide-coronavirus.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage

URGENCY TO ADDRESS MENTAL HEALTH

ENHANCED INTERDISCIPLINARY H3 SUPPORT
Office of Quality & Safety

Office of Behavioral Health

Patient Centered Care / Nursing

Service-Line H3
Steering Team

Executive Team
Incident Command

System Patient Safety
Communications / Govt. Affairs

WEEKLY CENTRALIZED CRISIS RESPONSE CALLS

Care Experience

Ambulatory H3
Leads

Emergency Clinical Affairs & Quality

System Chief
Wellness Officer

Performance Improvement
Workforce Development

Office of Emergency Management

Acute H3 Leads

Facility-Based H3
Steering Team

Executive Team
Incident Command

Enterprise IT Services

Post-Acute H3
Leads

Facility-Based H3
Steering Team

Executive Team
Incident Command

Community Care H3
Lead

Service-Line H3
Steering Team

Executive Team
Incident Command

CQO

Directors of Psychiatry

CQO/Quality Lead

Directors of Psychiatry

CQO/Quality Lead

BH Champions

CQO

BH Champions

Patient Safety

BHS Administrators

Patient Safety

BHS Administrators

H3 Peer Champions

Nursing Directors

H3 Peer Champions

Nursing Directors

H3 Peer Champions

BHS Nursing Directors

H3 Peer Champions

BHS Nursing Directors

Patient Safety

Pastoral Care

Patient Experience

Volunteer Clinical
Support Staff

Volunteer Clinical Support Staff
Patient Experience

Volunteer Clinical Support Staff

Patient Experience

Volunteer Clinical Support Staff
Patient Experience

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT RESILIENCE FRAMEWORK
• Prevention measures for recurrence of a similar event or negative
adverse exposures
• Action measures to reduce vulnerabilities
• Emphasis on and encouragement of sustained coping
• Organizational alignment and ongoing current state assessments
• Countermeasures for maintenance
• Problem solving activities
• System-wide reflective learning
• Effective debriefing for workforce resilience-building
• Focus on population health
• Concrete lines of communication

•
•
•
•
•

Ongoing training & Refresher courses
Environments for healthy decompression
Screenings & Assessments
Referral networks
Effective mental health service pathways both internal &
external
• Acute & long-term treatment for event related holistic
health challenges
• Financial planning to design enhanced support
infrastructure
• Building safer processes to meet ongoing concrete needs

• Precautionary and proactive measures
• Implementing risk mitigation strategies before an
emergency occurs
• Develop response/support plans and establish
response teams
• Training, skill, and general awareness building
• Program planning to maintain effective coping and
daily functioning of the workforce
• Psycho-education, information sharing, and
support materials (i.e. - posters, brochures,
leaflets, videos, etc.)

MITIGATION

PREPAREDNESS

RECOVERY

RESPONSE &
COPING

• Mental Health & Preparedness plans in action
• System-wide alignment of directives
• Provide emotional support to those in distress
• Enhance training and skill-building of peer
supporters
• Normalizing reactions and responses
• Crisis counseling to meet severity
• Emphasis on self-care
• Expansion of response resource capacity
• Identify resource gaps (human capacity & system)
• PDSA cycles

LEARNING FROM THE US DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Phase 3
Phase 2
Phase 1
• Individualized Facility &
System Tools + Resources
• Training & Information
Sharing
• Optimizing Pre-established
Infrastructure
• Facility-specific Strategic
Planning

• Concrete Needs Assessment
• Macros System, Facility &
Unit-Based Gap Analysis
• Non-Mandatory Individualized
Frontline Workforce
Assessments
• Micro Optional &
Anonymous Individual
Assessments

• Improved Tiered Support &
Treatment
• Non-Clinical Screening
• Clinical Assessment
• Expanded Internal/External
Resources

UNIQUE PSYCHOSOCIAL STRESSORS
Workplace (Pandemic)
• Witnessing intense pain, isolation,
and loss on a daily basis
• Few opportunities for rest and
breaks
• Surge in care demands
• PPE (Lack of personal physical
safety, emotionally/psychologically
draining and disconnect from
patients/barrier, not feeling seen,
abandonment, physical
discomfort)
• Psychological stress in the
outbreak settings

Home

Quarantine

• Remote learning is hard

• Keeping my family safe

• 24-hour childcare responsibilities
on top of work

• Getting enough food and
medication

• Can’t unwind with friends, go to
the movies, or any of the things
that typically relieve stress

• Fear of dying

• Having to be “on” all the time for
my family and friends
• Hard to stop my brain when my
head hits the pillow

• Going back too soon
• Emotional fallout (can happen
after we recover physically)
• Constantly reading the news and
social media
• Lack of answers about the illness
and recovery

FURTHER EXPANSION OF H3

Stress
 Happens to everyone, every

day
 General response to stressful

situations (tough commute,
work problems, moving, etc.)
 Most people develop coping

mechanisms (tools to get us
through the experience)

Distress
 Sometimes life is harder than

we expected
 We experience deep loss

(death of a parent or friend) or
a life change (divorce, health)
 Requires additional support

(some people seek counseling
or spiritual guidance to learn
additional coping skills, or
medication

Disorder
 Mental disorders are also

known as mental illness or
psychiatric disorders: PTSD,
Depression, Substance Use
Disorder
 Mental disorders are brain

disorders
 Assessed and treated by

behavioral health clinicians
with a variety of medications as
needed

COPING THROUGH CRISIS
• Thoughts: What am I thinking
about during this situation?

Thoughts

• Emotions: What am I feeling?
Behaviors

Spiritual

COVID-19
Racism

Emotions

• Behaviors: What did I do/not do?
• Physical: What do I feel in my
body? Where do I feel it?

Physical

• Spiritual: What do I believe? Did
my beliefs change after this
situation?

CHOICE = TRUST & SAFETY
Anonymous Counseling
(with Licensed Counselor at facility)

1:1 Debrief
(Telephonically/virtual with
Peer Support Champion)

BH Hotline (System-Wide)

We Call You!

You Call Us!

1:1 Debrief
(on unit/area or
Wellness area)

Talk In
person?
BATTLE BUDDY

Wellness/Respite Areas
(Rest/Relax/Grab a Snack)

Socially Distanced Small
Group Debrief
(on unit/area, virtual, or
Wellness area)

H3 RESPONSE TO WELLNESS
COVID-19 Guidance
& Resource Page /
Intranet Wellness
Portal
Enhanced
CommunityBased
Resources

Just-in-Time
Crisis
Response
Trainings

Visual &
Auditory
Management

Anonymous
Counseling
Hotline

Standing
Debriefs &
Wellness
Events

Wellness/
Mourning
Rooms

Proactive UnitBased
Wellness
Rounds

In-Kind
Donation
Management

H3 ALIGNING TO SIX DIMENSIONS OF WELLNESS

Source: Six Dimensions of Wellness Model ©1976 by Bill Hettler, MD

COMBAT RESILIENCE BATTLE BUDDY
Largely Developed by the US Armed Forces
It has shown to have a positive effect on confidence,
morale, and commitment
A peer at work
That can provide informal emotional and
psychological support by acting as an outlet for
a staff member to discuss their experiences,
their worries, and their stressors
Ideally will be matched based on
Shared work environment and similar level of
experience and responsibilities. These shared
characteristics help the BB relate to the staff
member and their situation

ADDED H3 RESPONSE LAYER

REFERRAL

Expedited Referral Network
•
H3 / Wellness Lead
•
Psychiatry, Psychology, Social Work, Licensed Creative Arts Therapy
•
Employee Assistance Program
•
Chaplain Services
•
External resource (i.e. – substance use, domestic violence, etc.)

PEER SUPPORT
CHAMPION

BATTLE BUDDY
BATTLE BUDDY
WORKFORCE

H3 Trained Peer Supporters
A Battle Buddy can assist in activating a formal debrief
with a Peer Support Champion that will:
Provide 1:1 crisis intervention, group debriefing, support,
and/or referral to Tier 3 as needed.

Local (Unit/Department) Support
Everyone has basic understanding around crisis response and the
importance of normalizing discussion of difficult events to better
support each other. Peers/colleagues are the first line of defense as
they can help to provide an outlet to share common experiences and
identify those who may benefit from additional support. A Battle Buddy
is part of this tier and lends support, connecting a colleague to a
structured debrief if needed/requested.

Scott, S.D., Hirschinger, L.E., Cox, K.R., McCoig, M., Hahn-Cover, K., Epperly, K., Phillips, E., and Hall, L.W. (2010) Caring for our Own: Deployment of a Second Victim Rapid Response System.
The Joint Commission Journal on Quality and Patient Safety. 36(5):233-240.

SYSTEM MILESTONES
REFLECTION (MARCH – DECEMBER 2020)

70,845
Visits to Wellness areas

3,583

20,983

Emotional Debriefs

Wellness Rounds
completed

780

174

30

Peer Support Champions
trained

Calls to Support Hotline

Wellness Rooms
created

Data Sources include End of Month Summary Forms, H3 Portal, Office of Behavioral Health (BH Hotline)

WHY PROACTIVE & PREVENTATIVE WELLNESS?

H3 Evolution
H3 holistic wellness programming has

Healthier
Staff

evolved over the last few yearsBetter
and
More
and
Engaged continues to address the emotional
Patient
through
Staff psychological needs of our staff
Satisfaction
debriefs, including, but not limited to: acute
reaction to unanticipated and adverse workrelated events, reaction to stress, secondary,
vicarious, complex, and collective

Workforce Experience

traumatization, as well as compassion

Patient Experience

fatigue, and burnout

PROACTIVE HOLISTIC H3 WELLNESS

METAMORPHOSIS OF H3

Helping
Healers Heal

H3 Evolution

Helping Healers Heal or H3,
is the foundational
infrastructure for enhanced
wellness programming across
all service lines of NYC
Health + Hospitals to address
emotional and psychological
needs of all staff

continues to address the emotional and

H3 holistic wellness programming has
evolved over the last few years and

psychological needs of our staff through
debriefs, including, but not limited to: acute
reaction to unanticipated and adverse workrelated events, reaction to stress, secondary,
vicarious, complex, and collective
traumatization, as well as compassion
fatigue, and burnout

CONTINUOUS H3 IMPROVEMENT

8 Dimensions of
H3 Wellness

Emotional

Environmental
H3 Evolution
H3 holistic wellness programming has
evolved over the last few years and

Financial
Intellectual
continues to address the emotional
and
psychological needs of our staff through
debriefs, including, but not limited to: acute

reaction to unanticipated and adverse
workOccupational
Physical
related events, reaction to stress, secondary,
vicarious, complex, and collective

Social

Spiritual

traumatization, as well as compassion
fatigue, and burnout

Leadership/
Management
Training

STRATEGIC H3 WELLNESS
GOALS (2021-2022)
Competencies

Manager Toolkit

H3 Leads

Unit Wellness Leads

Peer Support
Champions
Referral Policies

Ongoing
engagement

H3 Portal

Town Halls

Wellness Rounding

Pulse Checks

Happy or Not Meter

Wellness Room
Improvements

Role Clarity for CSuite
Leadership Toolkit

H3 Training for Leaders

Optimizing H3

Role Definition

Onboarding/
Ongoing Training
All Staff Orientation
Unit/Facility Orientation

Wellness Incentives

Trainings by Discipline
Stress Continuum
Virtual Support Groups

Wellness Retreats
Battle Buddy

Wellness Surveys
Behavior of the Month

Overnight Tour Trainings
Formalized Recruitment
Strategy

Wellness Steering
Committee
Wellness Plans and
Charters
Wellness Workgroup
Development

Resource
Building
Tiered
Support/Resources
Support by Discipline
(Residents, i.e)
Transcendental
Meditation
Unit Based Wellness
Learning modules

H3 DATA (MARCH 2020-MARCH 2021)
Wellness Rounds Per Month
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WELLNESS ROUNDS (MARCH 2020-MARCH 2021)
Emergency Department

H3 Evolution

Adult ICU PICU NICU
350
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200
150
100
50
0

1500

Mar-21

Feb-21

Jan-21

Dec-20

Nov-20

traumatization,
as well as compassion
Other
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Mar-21

Feb-21

Jan-21

Dec-20

Nov-20

Oct-20

Sep-20

Aug-20

Jul-20

Jun-20

May-20

Apr-20

Mar-20

Mar-21

Feb-21

Dec-20

Nov-20

Jan-21

vicarious, complex, and collective
Oct-20

0

Sep-20

100

related events, reaction to stress, secondary,
Aug-20

500

Med/Surg

reaction to unanticipated and adverse work-

1000

200
0

Oct-20

debriefs,
including, but not limited to: acute
All Other Departments

Jul-20

300

psychological needs of our staff through

Jun-20

400

0
evolved over the
last few years and

continues to address the emotional
and
Labor and Delivery

May-20

500

Emergency Dept

Apr-20

Adult ICU PICU NICU

Mar-20

Helping Healers Heal or H3,
is the foundational
infrastructure for enhanced
Med/Surg
wellness programming across
all service lines of NYC
Health + Hospitals to address
emotional and psychological
needs of all staff

Sep-20

Mar-20

Mar-21

Feb-21

Jan-21

Dec-20

Nov-20

Oct-20

Sep-20

Aug-20

Jul-20

Jun-20

May-20

Apr-20

Mar-20

0

50

Aug-20

100

100
H3 holistic wellness
programming has

Jul-20

200

150

Jun-20

300

200

May-20

400

250

Apr-20

500

Labor and Delivery

H3 WELLNESS ROUNDS EXPANDED (3/20-3/21)

H3 Evolution

Ambulatory

COVID 19 UNITS

BH Outpatient

250
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150
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0

120
100
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40
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0

COVID 19 Units

Helping Healers Heal or H3,
is the foundational
Inpatient Psychiatry
infrastructure
for enhanced
wellness programming across
all service lines of NYC
Health + Hospitals to address
emotional and psychological
needs of all staff
300
250
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150
100
50
0

800
600
400
200
0

Inpatient Psych

200
150

100
H3 holistic wellness
programming has
50
0

evolved over the last few years and
continues to address the emotional
BH Outpatient and

Ambulatory

psychological needs of our staff through
Mother Baby Unit
debriefs,

PACU to: acute
including, but not limited
100

80
reaction to unanticipated
and adverse work60
40
related events, reaction
to stress, secondary,
20

0
vicarious, complex,
and collective

Mother Baby Nursery

traumatization, as well as compassion
PACU Amb/Surg
fatigue, and burnout

WELLNESS ROUNDING
Staff are experiencing burnout and compassion fatigue
60% of staff stated they were experiencing burnout & compassion fatigue. Most
frequent S/S were burnout, always feeling tired, anxiety and dreading going to
work

Staff are more aware of H3 and their support offerings
53% of staff stated they were aware of H3 and their offerings. Staff noted that
exercise, self-care, H3 Leads presence/check-ins, Respite Rooms, standing
Wellness Events (21 Days of Calm, Workout Wednesdays, etc.) and COVID
website were most helpful

Departments Rounded On Using iRounding Form
Telecommunication
s
2%

Clinic Area
2%

Maternity/L&D
2%

Hospital Police
2%

EVS
5%

Information Desk
3%

Peds
10%

ICU (PICU, MICU,
AICU, CCU)
7%

Staff would like to feel appreciated and words of encouragement

These resources were frequently expressed in regards to how we can help staff
personally

Respiratory
2%

Medicine
7%

Staff expressed interest in deep breathing and decompression exercises, art/music
therapy, team building, interpersonal skills, time/stress management, and physical
exercise

Staff truly appreciate the Respite Rooms, snacks, frequent checkins, having someone to talk to and listen to them

Food & Nutrition
3%

IT
7%

Staff would like to work through their challenges by being
creative and active

Staff expressed they would like weekly emails of encouraging words as well as just
feeling welcomed and appreciated for all they do
Staff would also like organization in distribution of supplies

Nursing Office
2%

ED
38%

PACU/OR
2%
Rehab Services
(OT, Speech,
PT)
3%
Interpreter Services
3%

H3 DATA (MARCH 2020-MARCH 2021)
Estimated Number of Staff Visiting Wellness Areas (Per Month)
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Wellness
needs
of allareas
staff have been visited approximately 77,300 times*
*based on data submitted within End of Day/Monthly Summary Reports (from 3-17-20 until 3-31-21)

fatigue, and burnout

H3 DATA (MARCH 2020-MARCH 2021)
Number of Emotional Support Debriefs (1:1s, Group, Wellness Events)
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H3 Evolution
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H3 holistic wellness programming has

500
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400
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200 infrastructure for enhanced
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57
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49
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35
31
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all service lines
of NYC
related events, reaction to stress, secondary,
0
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LEARNING LESSONS
 Ensure that workforce wellness is part of your institution’s strategic
goals
 Measure for success (process, outcome, and balance)
 Align wellness reporting in various quality forums and governing body
structures
 Have a sustainment plan in mind and continuously improve
 Wellness is for everyone, be sure it is equitable across tours,
departments, and disciplines
 Don’t leave out administration as they deserve support, as well as can
further advocate when they see the value
 Wellness is not the “flavor of the month” and “business as usual” is no
longer the norm
 Self and social stigma to mental health issues must be addressed by the
organization
 Dedicate time for staff to participate in wellness programming
 Meet people where they are – a “medicalized” approach is not always
necessary
 “Micro-interventions” go a long way – examples include selfmanagement tools, informal check-ins, recognition, music, meals, etc.

CALL TO ACTION
 Start talking about crisis response, traumatic stress, and spread the
word that we are all human and are not invincible
 Monitor colleagues on an ongoing basis and continue to advocate for
wellness and resilience programming
 Determine a way that you can make an individual difference
 If you have a personal story, share it with a colleague in need
 Begin to assess your own comfort level and ability to open up more
emotion-based conversations in various settings
 Promote resources that are in place and vocalize the importance of
building resiliency via training and empathy skill-building
 Evidence the impact wellness programming can have on individuals and
healthcare systems
 Champion traumatic growth via emotional support debriefs and peer
support programming
 Support the supporters and ensure management and leadership know
their role
 Have one debriefer in every tour and department; roll it into operations
 Identify cheerleaders and supporters who you can collaborate with that
will help you champion wellness

RESOURCES

https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/hs.2020.0091

RESOURCES

https://www.gnyha.org/program/hero-ny

https://www.gnyha.org/event/hero-ny-module-5-resilience-wellness-program-development/

PROMOTING WELLNESS
Impact of H3 Program: https://youtu.be/qw8cVWhq_s0

Second Victim Story: https://youtu.be/aazkTgsBXRw

Mock Group Debrief: https://youtu.be/TkUAUSTXmvc

Helping Heal Healthcare Heroes:
https://www.nychealthheroes.com/video_helpingHealers.html

THANK YOU

CONTACT INFORMATION

Jeremy Segall, MA, RDT, LCAT
Asst. Vice President
Chief Wellness Officer
NYC Health + Hospitals
Jeremy.Segall@nychhc.org

